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Skills & Qualifications in the Pulp & Paper Sector
Today and tomorrow skill needs of the European Industry require updating the education and
training offer.
Today, the European Social Partners in the Pulp and Paper Sector, CEPI and industriAll
Europe, presented a set of policy recommendations that should contribute to a more
comprehensive skills strategy in Europe.
These recommendations are the result of an extensive research project carried out over the
last 2 years. The project was triggered by the observation of profound changes in the
industry. Social partners’ agenda was therefore to ensure that the European Paper sector
has an adequately skilled workforce.
That is why the European Social Partners call on policy makers to:
- Promote workforce adaptability and versatility
- Focus on upskilling and life-long learning
- Facilitate workers’ mobility
- Anticipate future skills needs
- Create conditions for high-quality mentorship
- Raise awareness and attractiveness of the sector
- Provide a one-stop-shop for a coherent European Skills Strategy
“The subject of skills and qualifications is a burning one for our industry in order to stay
competitive and to offer attractive workplaces and opportunities for career development to
workers in the European Paper Industry”, said Luc Triangle, General Secretary of industriAll
Europe. “industriAll is convinced that Social Dialogue is an excellent tool to identify skills
gaps and develop joint ideas to overcome them.”
Sylvain Lhôte, Director General of CEPI: “Future skills and jobs lie at the heart of industry
transformation and the bioeconomy transition in Europe. Our industry has a strong innovation
and investment agenda ahead to make transformation to happen here in Europe. We need to
equip our workforces with the skills to accompany this transformation.”
The project deliverables were presented at a conference held in Brussels on 24 November
that gathered some 100 participants and are available online in 6 language versions.
For industriAll European Trade Union: Corinna Zierold corinna.zierold@industriall-europe.eu
For CEPI Bernard de Galembert : b.degalembert@cepi.org or +32 2 627 49 27

Note to the Editor
CEPI aisbl - The Confederation of European Paper Industries
The Confederation of European Paper Industries (CEPI) is a Brussels-based non-profit organisation
regrouping the European pulp and paper industry and championing industry’s achievements and the
benefits of its products. Through its 18 member countries (17 European Union members plus Norway)
CEPI represents some 505 pulp, paper and board producing companies across Europe, ranging from
small and medium sized companies to multi-nationals, and 920 paper mills. Together they represent
23% of world production.
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